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We investigate the connection between a general form of Concurrent Separation Logic 
(CSL), a logic for modular reasoning about concurrent programs, and Concurrent Kleene 
Algebra (CKA), which provides an axiomatic approach to models of concurrency. We show 
how the proof theory of a general form of CSL can be embedded in a variation on the 
notion of CKA. Our embedding, however, induces models of a particular form based on 
predicate transformers. We also investigate the relation between concrete models of CSL 
based on interleaving of traces and CKA. We find, curiously, that the validity of CSL’s 
Concurrency proof rule in these models does not follow from or otherwise utilize CKA 
structure, but that a CKA structure exists nonetheless which can give a different model of 
the CSL proof rules.
Our results can be read as providing a completeness theorem showing a sense in which 
nothing is missing as far as proof power goes in (a variant on) the notion of CKA, while 
at the same time showing that CKAs impose constraints that rule out some natural CSL 
models.

Crown Copyright © 2014 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The topic of modular reasoning about concurrent programs has seen great progress in the past decade, with the result 
that intricate programs are proven much more efficiently (indeed, at all) see, e.g., [34,15,44,45,31,6,7,12,20,38] for a selection. 
But the flourishing of ideas in the area has resulted in diversity of technique, and the question arises as to whether system 
can be brought to the developments by finding general principles which underpin these techniques.

The purpose of this paper is simple: to try to better understand the relation between two approaches which have sought 
such general principles: (abstract forms of) Concurrent Separation Logic (CSL) and Concurrent Kleene Algebra (CKA). We are 
not ready to propose a theory underpinning all of the above-mentioned developments. But we hope that the modest goal of 
comparing the generalist theories that we do have can pinpoint some of the strengths and weaknesses in them, and point 
to directions for future work.

Before describing our technical results we provide some context for the paper by describing background information on 
CSL and CKA.
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1.1. Context on CSL

Concurrent Separation Logic (CSL [34]) is a logic for modular reasoning about concurrent processes, in which the proof 
rule

[Concurrency] {p1}c1{q1} {p2}c2{q2}
{p1 ∗ p2}c1 ‖ c2{q1 ∗ q2}

allows one to reason independently about concurrent processes. Given Hoare triples for c1 and c2, the rule allows a conclu-
sion about their concurrent effect on separate storage, described by the separating conjunction ∗ in the precondition p1 ∗ p2
and postcondition q1 ∗ q2.

CSL was presented first as a logic for heap mutation based on a model of ∗ that separates heaps, represented as partial 
functions from memory locations to values, into domain-disjoint sub-heaps. Abstract Separation Logic (ASL [5]) investigated 
a generalized logic, following Pym’s original position that bunched logic (the logic underlying separation logic) can be 
understood generally in terms of resource instead of particularly in terms of memory [35,39]. ASL presumed a partial 
commutative monoid of resource composition in place of the particular monoid of heap partitioning, and the semantics of 
propositions was obtained by lifting resource composition to a ∗ connective on a powerset Boolean algebra. Examples of 
models different from pure separation include permission models allowing read sharing between concurrent processes [3]
and a system that allows compositional reasoning about some uses of auxiliary variables [32].1

Remarkably, in [13] it is argued that the above proof rule based on ∗ can, with a non-standard model of separation logic, 
represent rely/guarantee reasoning; this is striking because the CSL Concurrency rule appears to be about non-interference, 
while the rely/guarantee proof rules are about interference. It has become clear that, with non-standard models distant 
from the original heap model, CSL-style reasoning about concurrency is much more general than first envisaged. Gardner 
has described the phenomenon as one of a “fiction of separation”, where we can reason independently about processes that 
access and even mutate shared resources. These realizations by Gardner, Parkinson and others have spawned specific new 
logics [12,29,41] and a further generalization beyond ASL, called the Views framework [11].

In this paper we will consider a system ASL-- , which is intermediate between Views and ASL. This choice is driven by 
the desire to connect to CKA. Thus, our study will also help to pinpoint some of the similarities and differences between 
CKA and Views.

1.2. Context on CKA

Hoare and colleagues have been investigating an approach which shares some of the same aspirations as generalizations 
of CSL: a general approach to compositional reasoning about concurrency [24]. We remark right away that this is not 
the sole aim of CKA and relatives – in particular, it is emphasized that algebra provides a tool to unify various forms of 
semantics [26,25] – but the scope of this paper is limited to its relation to program logic.

Although it shares some of the aspirations of generalizations of CSL, the formal setup of the work on CKA is extremely 
different. A CKA is a complete lattice with operators for sequential and concurrent composition satisfying a collection of 
laws. The most important one is an ordered version of the exchange law from 2-categories and links parallel and sequential 
composition:

(p ‖ r); (q ‖ s) � (p;q) ‖ (r; s).

CKA does not have Hoare triples as a primitive notion, but they are defined in terms of other data, as follows:

{p}c{q} ⇔ p; c � q.

A significant point is that here the pre and post p and q are regarded as the same kind of entity as the program c. This 
can be jarring at first to those used to thinking of the p’s and q’s as state assertions, but it is not difficult to reconcile the 
two views in the case that p and q are “assume statements” assume(P ) and assume(Q ) where P and Q are state assertions 
(intuitively, assume(P ) is like a program that creates or allocates state satisfying P ). Another way to understand this form of 
triples, going beyond the state reading, is in terms of history: if p and q describe histories up to a given point in time, then 
the triple says that the history q contains or overapproximates the history p followed by the behavior c. For this reason we 
call it the historic interpretation of triples. This historical reading chimes well, at least intuitively, with the use of past-time 
reasoning in proofs about highly-concurrent algorithms [36,16,19].

The remarkable fact is that, with the exchange law and the historic triples, one begins to get a link-up with CSL:

p1; c1 � q1 p2; c2 � q2

(p1; c1) ‖ (p2; c2) � q1 ‖ q2
‖ Monotone

(p1 ‖ p2); (c1 ‖ c2) � q1 ‖ q2
Exchange

1 Another extension of the models of (this time sequential) separation logic is Algebraic Separation Logic [8], which operates at the level of propositions, 
taking them to be any Boolean quantale, thus generalizing the case of propositions over stacks and heaps.
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If we squint, and think of the occurrences of ‖ in p1 ‖ p2 and q1 ‖ q2 as ∗, then this derivation gives us the Concurrency 
proof rule of CSL.

Just as in the work on ASL and Views, CKA has demonstrated models far removed from the original heap model of CSL. 
One CKA is based on sets of traces, with ‖ being interleaving and ; concatenation. Another is partially-ordered sets, where ‖
is a notion of parallel composition and ; is weak sequential composition (which allows statement reordering according to 
dependence). Although these examples have no concept of resource separation built in, they formally provide models of the 
CSL Concurrency rule, and its relative the Frame rule, which raises the question of whether we might have modular proof 
methods even more widely applicable than envisaged in the generalizations of CSL mentioned above.

1.3. This work

The situation just sketched is tantalizing – as to the possibilities for a further-reaching theory of modular reasoning 
about processes – and at the same time puzzling – as to the merits, strengths and weaknesses of the separate theories. Our 
basic aim in this work is to better understand the relationship between these approaches.

The first step we make to enable this connection is to level the playing field. Both ASL and Views are presented in 
terms of a particular interleaving model which is biased towards shared memory or asynchronous communication, where 
CKA makes no such commitment. The interleaving models of ASL and Views limit their generality significantly, because 
there are many interesting models that do not fit into their setups; partial order models, models of synchrony, etc. To make 
a comparison we simply forget about the particular interleaving models and focus on proof theory; Views and ASL use 
cut-down and generalized versions of Concurrent Separation Logic. We can then compare the proof theory of the program 
logic with that derived from the algebraic laws of CKA.

As we mentioned above, CKA has demonstrated models far removed from those typically used to study CSL. Despite 
this diversity of models, CKA is not necessarily more general than the CSL proof theories. In particular, CKA has never been 
thoroughly related to the concrete models employed in the prior works on ASL and Views or other work on CSL, and the 
induced proof theory of CKA has not been thoroughly related to that of variants of CSL. CKA gives rise to a particular 
collection of models, but which models? Could it be that, despite its abstractness, CKA is overly constraining, so that it is not 
applicable to the particular models of separation logics?

The pivotal point is the assumption in CKA that ∗ and ‖ be one and the same. This unification leads to a remarkable 
economy in the theory, but it is also a strong assumption. While there are some models, and interesting models, that satisfy 
it, the question is whether this assumption, and resultant economy, come at a price. Our answer will be yes and no.

In this paper we consider a more general logic than ASL, where there is only a quantale of propositions; i.e., a complete 
lattice with an ordered monoid where ∗ preserves all lubs in both arguments. This logic, which we call ASL-- , assumes less 
than ASL in that it forgets the Boolean structure. It also does not include specialized proof rules for critical regions or the 
Hoare logic proof rule for conjunction, which ASL does. (ASL-- ’s weakness means that it admits versions of CSL which do 
not include the rule of conjunction, which are being seen increasingly [18,17,42,12].)

We first show how the proof theory of ASL-- can be embedded in a variation on the notion of CKA. We weaken the 
definition of CKA slightly for this but the weakening maintains the general spirit and maintains the connection between ∗
and ‖. We establish a completeness theorem showing a sense in which nothing is missing as far as proof power goes in 
(this weakening of) CKA.

Our general embedding, however, induces models of a particular form based on predicate transformers. We also inves-
tigate the relation between concrete models of CSL based on interleaving of traces and CKA. We find, curiously, that the 
interpretation of the Concurrency rule in these CSL models does not follow that of CKAs, but that a different CKA structure 
can be found within them which can give a different interpretation of the CSL proof rules. This shows that CKAs impose 
constraints that rule out some natural CSL models. In particular, models of CSL enjoy the freedom to interpret ∗ and ‖
differently.

Our study will lead us to propose questions for future work, detailed at the end of the paper.

2. An Abstract Concurrent Separation Logic (ASL-- )

In this section, we define a version of the Concurrent Separation Logic (CSL) proof system, ASL-- , which abstracts from 
the exact details of primitive commands or pre/post specs. We assume that we are given the following structures.

• A quantale (Props, ≤, ∗, emp) of propositions; a quantale is a complete lattice equipped with a commutative monoid 
where the multiplication ∗ preserves all joins in both arguments (as a consequence, it is monotone). We use the 
notations ∨ and 

∨
for joins of propositions.

• A set Com closed under operations c1 ‖ c2, c1; c2, c1 + c2 and iterate(c), and with a distinguished element skip ∈ Com.

Given the above data, and a collection Axioms of Hoare triples {p}c{q}, we write Axioms 	 {p}c{q} to mean that {p}c{q}
is derivable from Axioms and the following proof rules.
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Proof Rules for ASL--

[Frame] {p}c{q}
{p ∗ r}c{p ∗ r} [Concurrency] {p1}c1{q1} {p2}c2{q2}

{p1 ∗ p2}c1 ‖ c2{q1 ∗ q2}

[Skip] {p}skip{p} [Seq] {p}c1{q} {q}c2{r}
{p}c1; c2{r}

[Nondet] {p}c1{q} {p}c2{q}
{p}c1 + c2{q} [Iteration] {p}c{p}

{p}iterate(c){p}

[Disjunction] {pi}c{q}, all i ∈ I

{∨i∈I pi}c{q} [Consequence] p′ ≤ p {p}c{q} q ≤ q′

{p′}c{q′}

This structure is more general than that of Abstract Separation Logic, which assumes that propositions also have a 
Boolean algebra structure which, furthermore, are powerset Boolean algebras. It is also more general that Algebraic Separa-
tion Logic [8], which assumes the quantalic structure over propositions to be Boolean and does not have the Concurrency 
rule. It is similar to the system named BCSL in Hussain’s thesis [27] but Hussain assumes only an ordered monoid of propo-
sitions and had no Disjunction rule. Hussain’s system is in turn similar to but less general than the Views proof system [11], 
which does not require that entailment (here, ≤) is reflexive or transitive. Views does not presume Disjunction either, and 
it includes a new inference rule: the generalized Frame rule.

We have presumed a quantale of propositions, and not only an ordered monoid, in order to make a tight connection 
with CKA. In particular, CKAs validate the Disjunction rule above (as we shall see in Theorem 3.3).

We have not included the Conjunction rule

[Conjunction] {p}c{qi}, all i ∈ I

{p}c{∧i∈I qi} I �= ∅.

There are some models of variations on Concurrent Separation Logic that do not validate this rule. The relation of this rule 
to CKA and our embedding of ASL-- into it is delicate, and discussed further in Sections 3 and 4.

RAM instantiation. Throughout the paper we will draw upon the standard model of separation logic in examples. The RAM 
model of computation uses natural numbers as addresses and stores natural numbers. We will work with partial RAMs, or 
heaps: finite pieces of RAM. A partial RAM can be thought of as representing the portion of memory that a process “owns” 
or “has the right to access” [34]. In the terminology of [11], this can be thought of as providing a “view” of a more concrete, 
global memory. It is useful to keep in mind that the partial RAMs are an abstraction put on top of a runtime model, but we 
do not technically need the global memory to formulate the logic.

The structure of propositions is obtained by setting

(Props,≤,∗, emp) = (
P(Heaps),⊆,∗, {u})

where the material to the right is defined as follows: Heaps is the set N ⇀ f N of finite partial functions from natural 
numbers to natural numbers, and P(Heaps) its powerset; u is the empty partial function. Let h • h′ denote the union of 
heaps with disjoint domains, which is undefined when the domains overlap. We write h � h′ when h • h′ is defined. Then, 
X ∗ Y = {hX • hY | hX ∈ X ∧ hY ∈ Y ∧ hX � hY }.

A typical predicate is the points-to fact n �→ m, where n and m are natural numbers. It is the singleton set {h} where h
is the heap that maps n to m and which is undefined on all numbers other than n. Another predicate is n �→ –, which is ⋃

m n �→ m.
A typical command is the mutation statement [n] := m where n and m are natural numbers. Associated with it is the 

following Hoare triple axiom:

{n �→ –}[n] := m{n �→ m} .

A consequence of the use of ∗ in the precondition for the parallel rule is that a proved program will exhibit no race from 
any state satisfying the precondition. As an extreme example, for the program

[10] := 23 ‖ [10] := 44

we cannot find any consistent precondition whatsoever. The reason is that each process needs a precondition 10 �→ −
according to the axiom for [n] := m given above, and 10 �→ − ∗ 10 �→ − is false.

At this stage, having given the model for preconditions and postconditions and some axioms, but not a model of pro-
grams, we have not committed yet whether to have the Conjunction rule in the proof theory for the RAM model. The model 
of Section 5 will validate it, while there exist others that do not.
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3. Concurrent Kleene Algebra (CKA)

As a precursor to the notion of CKA we define a weaker structure.

Definition 3.1 (Concurrent monoids). A concurrent monoid (M, �, ‖, ; , skip) is a partially ordered set (M, �) hosting two or-
dered monoids (M, ‖, skip) and (M, ; , skip) sharing the same unit, with ‖ commutative, and satisfying the ordered exchange 
law [24]

(p ‖ r); (q ‖ s) � (p;q) ‖ (r; s).

A concurrent monoid is complete if (M, �) is a complete lattice.

Definition 3.2 (CKA and weak CKA).

1. A Concurrent Kleene Algebra, or CKA for short, is a complete concurrent monoid where ‖ and ; preserve all joins in both 
arguments.2

2. A weak CKA is a complete concurrent monoid together with a subset A ⊆ M such that (i) skip ∈ A; (ii) A is closed 
under ‖ and all joins; (iii) the domain-restriction of ‖ to elements of A preserves all joins in both arguments; (iv) for 
each a ∈ A the function a; (·) : M → M preserves all joins; and (v) for each m ∈ M the function (·); m : A → M (the 
domain-restriction of (·); m : M → M to elements of A) preserves all joins.3

3. A CKA or weak CKA is Boolean if its lattice is a Boolean algebra, and Intuitionistic if its lattice is a Heyting algebra.

We use 
�

and � to notate joins and meets in CKAs and relatives (to distinguish them from 
∧

and 
∨

, which we use for 
propositions in ASL-- ).

The set A in the definition of a weak CKA is intended to represent a set of assertions, which has more structure than the 
weak CKA as a whole; in particular, A forms a quantale. This is similar to the role of tests in Kleene Algebra with tests [30], 
except we do not assume A to be Boolean.

An example of a weak CKA which is not a CKA is constructed in Section 4.

Example: linear trace model. If A is a set then let Tr(A) be the set of finite and infinite sequences (of length at most ω) of 
elements from A. If t1, t2 ∈ Tr(A) then let t1; t2 denote their concatenation if t1 is finite, and t1 if it is infinite, and let t1 ‖ t2
denote the set of their interleavings defined as:

t1 ‖ t2 = {
(ai)i∈I | ∃I1 � I2 = I. ∀ j ∈ {1,2}. t j = (ai)i∈I j

}
.

We can lift these to trace sets in the usual way, so that T1 ‖ T2 = ⋃{t1 ‖ t2 | t1 ∈ T1 ∧ t2 ∈ T2} and T1; T2 = {t1; t2 | t1 ∈
T1 ∧ t2 ∈ T2}. Then (Tr(A), ⊆, ‖, ; , {ε}) is a Boolean CKA.

Let Tr⇓ (A) denote the set of downwards closed subsets of Tr(A) w.r.t. the prefix order on traces. Then (Tr⇓ (A), ⊆, ‖,
; , {ε}) is an intuitionistic CKA.

In either case there is a tremendous amount of logical structure: a complete Heyting or Boolean algebra, enough to inter-
pret classical predicate logic, a non-commutative substructural logic similar to Lambek’s, and a commutative substructural 
logic similar to the multiplicative fragment of Linear Logic.

The linear traces model formalizes the historic reading of triples p; c � q alluded to in the introduction, where p; c � q
says that q’s description of the past (a set of traces) covers that of p; c.

Non-example: fairness model. We change ‖ in the linear traces model so that t1 ‖ t2 considers only the fair interleavings. We 
do not give a precise definition [37], but will use only that if t is finite and aω is an infinite sequence of a’s, then any trace 
in aω ‖ t must include all of t . We claim that

(
aω ‖ b

); (c ‖ d) �
(
aω; c

) ‖ (b;d).

To see why, note that baω ∈ (aω ‖ b); (c ‖ d), but that baω /∈ (aω; c) ‖ (b; d); the reason is that a fair interleaving t of (aω; c)
and (b; d) must be such that both b and d appear somewhere in t , and this is not the case for baω .

We give this negative example not because fairness is a particular interest in this paper, but only to be clear that the 
algebra does impose constraints which are not automatically true in all models of concurrency that have been considered.

2 What we call “CKA” here is called “concurrent quantale” in [24], as their notion of CKA does not require a complete lattice. Also, the exchange law 
is defined there as: (p ‖ r); (q ‖ s) � (r; q) ‖ (p; s), which encodes commutativity of ‖ as well. Since we explicitly require that ‖ is commutative, the two 
formulations of the law are equivalent.

3 A similar structure was given this name in [33]. In that definition a Kleene star is assumed axiomatically, while here iteration is built out of the lattice 
structure on the carrier sets.
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Technical fine points concerning meets (and Conjunction law). A CKA is a more elegant structure than a weak CKA, but has 
stronger constraints. A few comments are in order on some of the fine points on CKAs versus weak CKAs.

First, because the “assertions” A in a weak CKA are closed under all joins from M and ‖, and include skip, they form a 
quantale. Since assertions have all joins they also have all meets as is standard, but the meets need not be calculated the 
same as in M . We have a & b � a � b where & is the meet in A and � is the meet in M , but not the reverse. This means 
that the Conjunction rule of Hoare logic is valid in a CKA, but not in a weak CKA. To see why, suppose we require that the 
pre and post are always drawn from A in the historic triple p; c � q where c is an arbitrary element of M . Then we cannot 
make the inference

p; c � q1 p; c � q2

p; c � q1 & q2
Incorrect

because p; c might not be in A: since A could be such that q1 � q2 � q1 & q2, if p; c = q1 � q2 then the conclusion is invalid. 
However, we can conclude

p; c � q1 p; c � q2

p; c � q1 � q2
Correct.

For all we know, q1 � q2 just might take us outside of the assertions A, so we no longer have a “legal Hoare triple” because 
the postcondition is not an assertion (for a concrete example of this situation see the discussion just above Proposition 4.11).

Second, for the purpose of interpreting program logic under the historic triples we need joins preservation for ‖ or 
for ; on the left to hold for assertions only, and not necessarily for all elements. Preservation of joins on the right for ; , 
though, is needed for validating the proof rule for iteration (see the proof of Theorem 3.3 below). The stronger laws, such 
as (c � d) ‖ e = (c ‖ e) � (d ‖ e) can be handy, but are not necessary.

Interpretation of commands. The program constructs are modeled in a weak CKA by assuming that primitive commands are 
given an interpretation as elements of the weak CKA, and by sending the ; and ‖ constructs in ASL-- to their counterparts 
in the (weak) CKA, and + to �. We define iteration according to the usual least fixed-point approach: if c ∈ M then take 
the Tarski definition of the least fixed-point of the function ic = λm. skip � c; m : M → M:

iterate(c) =
�{

m | (skip � c;m) � m
}
.

Theorem 3.3 (Model of ASL-- ). Suppose we have a weak CKA (M, �, ‖, ; , skip) with A ⊆ M. Define the quantale of ASL-- propositions 
(Props, ≤, ∗, emp) to be (A, �, ‖, skip), and define the semantics of Hoare triples by

“{p}c{q} is valid” = p; c � q

where c ∈ M and p, q ∈ A. Then the proof rules of ASL-- are sound (preserve validity) according to this interpretation.

Proof. The proof for the Frame, Concurrency, Non-Determinism, Sequencing and Consequence rules is as in [24].
For the Disjunction rule, assume that pi; c � q for all i ∈ I . Then, recalling that (·); c : A → M preserves all joins,

(�
i∈I

pi

)
; c =�

i∈I

(pi; c) � q.

For the Iteration rule, we will argue p; iterate(c) � p, assuming that p; c � p (using the definition of iterate above). First 
we observe that, since p; (·) preserves all joins, it has a right adjoint p � (·), given by the formula p � q =�{m | p; m � q}. 
Second we observe that p is the least fixed-point of the function f p = λm. p � m and that (p; (·)) ◦ ic � f p ◦ (p; (·)), as for 
all m

((
p; (·)) ◦ ic

)
m = (p; skip) � (p; c;m) � p � (p;m) = (

f p ◦ (
p; (·)))m

where the middle step uses that p; c � p and that ; is monotone.
All this allows us to use the fusion rule (see, e.g., [2]) to conclude that (p; (·))(μic) � μ f p , i.e. that p; iterate(c) � p. �
In fact, a weaker notion of CKA still would suffice for interpreting ASL-- , one where the exchange law

(a ‖ r); (b ‖ s) � (a;b) ‖ (r; s)

held only for “assertions” a, b ∈ A, and not for arbitrary elements of M . Our embedding result will happen to produce a 
situation where the general exchange law holds, but where a; (·) preserves joins for assertions a and where p; (·) does not 
for general p.
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4. Completeness of ASL-- in weak CKAs

For the purpose of the completeness result of this section we will assume that the commands are freely built using 
non-determinism, sequencing, iteration and parallelism, from primitive commands cprim , and that the set of Axioms refers to 
the primitive commands only. We shall see that the semantics of primitive commands is obtained from their corresponding 
axioms in a natural way (see Proposition 4.13).

Theorem 4.1 (Completeness). Given an ASL-- theory, there is a weak CKA and interpretation [ [·] ] of commands and propositions such 
that

∀p, c,q. Axioms 	 {p}c{q} iff [[p]]; [[c]] � [[q]].

Our proof will work as follows. From an ASL-- theory we will construct a model based on predicate transformers over the 
ASL-- propositions. The predicate transformer lattice has much more structure than the (syntactic) commands, and we will 
find a weak CKA within it. Then, we will prove that the usual predicate transformer semantics of Hoare triples, the “Dijkstra 
triples”, coincides with the historic interpretation in CKA, and with provability.

The results in this section include and extend results on predicate transformers from our preliminary conference pa-
per [23] and from Hussain’s thesis [27].

4.1. Concurrent monoid of local predicate transformers

Throughout this section we presume a fixed quantale (Props, ≤, ∗, emp) and a collection Axioms of Hoare triples. We 
define several operations on the monotone function space [Props → Props] of predicate transformers (an introduction to 
predicate transformer semantics can be found in [1]). In each case the input parameter q is an element of Props.

(F1 ‖ F2)q =
∨

{F1q1 ∗ F2q2 | q1 ∗ q2 ≤ q}
(F1 + F2)q = F1q ∧ F2q

(F1; F2)q = F1
(

F2(q)
)

skipq = q

The definition of F1 ‖ F2 follows the proof theory of ASL-- in that the clause F1q1 ∗ F2q2 | q1 ∗ q2 ≤ q is tantamount to 
using the rule of consequence on the right together with the proof rule for parallelism. The 

∨
is taking the disjunction 

of all preconditions that can be generated in this way, using the quantalic join for disjunction, so as to define as weak a 
precondition as possible.

Our ordering � on predicate transformers is the inverse point-wise order:

F � G ⇐⇒ ∀q. F q ≥ Gq.

Defining the order of the predicate transformers in this way allows us to characterize the order in terms of fault-avoiding 
triples for partial correctness in the standard way, where if {p}c{q} and c′ � c then {p}c′{q}. That is we interpret a triple as 
p ≤ wlp(c, q), where wlp(c, ·) is a weakest liberal precondition predicate transformer, with the additional expectation that 
the precondition ensures avoidance of memory faults. The top element of this predicate transformer lattice is the function 
λq.⊥ (where ⊥ is the bottom of the predicate lattice) which validates only the triples {false}c{q} and the bottom element of 
the lattice is the function λq.Props which validates all Hoare triples. We think of the top and bottom elements as universal 
faulting and diverging programs.

This order is an analogue of the ordering on state transformers used in the semantics of Abstract Separation Logic [5]. It 
is also in the correct direction for the exchange law.

Lemma 4.2. The exchange law is valid.

Proof.

(
(F1 ‖ F2); (G1 ‖ G2)

)
q

=
∨{

F1q1 ∗ F2q2 | q1 ∗ q2 ≤ (G1 ‖ G2)q
}

=
∨{

F1q1 ∗ F2q2 | q1 ∗ q2 ≤
∨

{G1 p1 ∗ G2 p2 | p1 ∗ p2 ≤ q}
}

≥
∨{

F1(G1 p1) ∗ F2(G2 p2) | p1 ∗ p2 ≤ q
}
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=
∨{

(F1; G1)p1 ∗ (F2; G2)p2 | p1 ∗ p2 ≤ q
}

= (
(F1; G1) ‖ (F2; G2)

)
q

We are allowed to make the ≥ step because p1 ∗ p2 ≤ q ⇒ G1 p1 ∗ G2 p2 ≤ ∨{G1 p1 ∗ G2 p2 | p1 ∗ p2 ≤ q}. �
Exchange in the heap model. As an example of the exchange law for heap programs, consider

([10] := 5 ‖ [20] := 7
); ([20] := 3 ‖ [10] := 4

)
� ([10] := 5; [20] := 3

) ∣∣∣∣ ([20] := 7; [10] := 4
)
.

On the left-hand side of the law we get a program with no races, whereas on the right-hand side we get a faulting program 
due to the race between addresses 10 and 20. The right-hand side corresponds to the universally faulting element λq.⊥
in our semantics. The reason is that, given a postcondition, there is no way to split the precondition in a way that sends 
address 10 to both processes (each needs 10 to execute safely, and so we end up with false as the precondition).

At this point in our development we do not yet have a concurrent monoid because ‖ and ; do not have the same unit. 
For an example of why skip is not the unit of ‖, note that (skip ‖ λq.emp) is different from λq.emp: e.g. given an “atomic” 
p ∈ Props (p = a ∗ b implies that a or b is emp), we have that (skip ‖ λq.emp)p = p �= emp. A unit of ‖ does exist, but we will 
have no need for it: we will instead restrict attention to the local predicate transformers, those that satisfy the Frame rule, 
in which case skip will function as a unit for both.

Definition 4.3. A predicate transformer F is local iff ∀p, r. (Fp) ∗ r ≤ F (p ∗ r). We use Loc[Props → Props] to denote the set 
of all local predicate transformers.

As we are about to see, a predicate transformer is local just if F = F ‖ skip. This more abstract characterization of locality 
is related to the idea that we can derive the Frame rule from an instance of the Concurrency rule

{p}c{q} {r}skip{r}
{p ∗ r}c ‖ skip{q ∗ r}

if we have the identity c = c ‖ skip. Indeed, the predicate transformers [Props → Props] give us a model of the Concurrency 
but not the Frame rule, whereas Loc[Props → Props] gives us both.

Lemma 4.4. A predicate F is local if and only if F = F ‖ skip.

Proof. We consider each direction of the implication separately.
⇒ Assume F local; then for all q,

(F ‖ skip)q =
∨

{F q1 ∗ q2 | q1 ∗ q2 ≤ q} ≤
∨{

F (q1 ∗ q2) | q1 ∗ q2 ≤ q
} = F (q)

⇐ Assuming that F = F ‖ skip, then for all p, r we have

F (p ∗ r) = (F ‖ skip)(p ∗ r) =
∨

{F q ∗ s | q ∗ s ≤ p ∗ r} ≥ Fp ∗ r.

The last step simply picks q = p and s = r in the preceding join. �
Note that skip is not a unit of ‖ in general: given any transformer F ,

∀q. F q = F q ∗ emp ≤
∨

{F q1 ∗ q2 | q1 ∗ q2 ≤ q} = (F ‖ skip)q.

Lemma 4.5. Loc[Props → Props] is closed under ‖, ; , and skip, ‖ and ; are associative with unit skip, ‖ is commutative, and arbitrary 
joins are inherited from [Props → Props]. It thus forms a complete concurrent monoid.

Proof. We defer the proof that Loc[Props → Props] is closed under ‖ slightly.
To see that F ; G is local for F and G local, we calculate:

∀p, r. (F ; G)p ∗ r = F (Gp) ∗ r ≤ F (Gp ∗ r) ≤ F
(
G(p ∗ r)

) = (F ; G)(p ∗ r)

where we first use that F is local and second that G is local and F monotone.
The transformer skip is clearly local.
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To see that ‖ is associative (for any transformers, as we have not yet proven that ‖ preserves locality of transformers, 
which will then also establish that ‖ is associative for local transformers), notice first that for any q, q1, q2, q3, ∃q′ . q1 ∗ q′ ≤
q ∧ q2 ∗ q3 ≤ q′ if and only if q1 ∗ q2 ∗ q3 ≤ q (easily proved by considering each direction separately and picking q′ = q2 ∗ q3
for the right to left implication). Then

F1 ‖ (F2 ‖ F3)q

=
∨{

F1q1 ∗
∨{

F2q2 ∗ F3q3 | q2 ∗ q3 ≤ q′} ∣∣ q1 ∗ q′ ≤ q
}

=
∨{

F1q1 ∗ F2q2 ∗ F3q3 | ∃q′. q1 ∗ q′ ≤ q ∧ q2 ∗ q3 ≤ q′}
=

∨
{F1q1 ∗ F2q2 ∗ F3q3 | q1 ∗ q2 ∗ q3 ≤ q}

We similarly find that (F1 ‖ F2) ‖ F3 is equal to the same quantity by first proving that ∃q′ . q′ ∗ q3 ≤ q ∧ q1 ∗ q2 ≤ q′ if and 
only if q1 ∗ q2 ∗ q3 ≤ q.

Sequential composition ; is clearly associative. skip is (still) a unit of ; , and is also a unit of ‖ within Loc[Props → Props]
by Lemma 4.4. ‖ is clearly commutative.

Let us now show that F ‖ G is local for F and G local by establishing (F ‖ G) ‖ skip = F ‖ G , which suffices thanks to 
Lemma 4.4. This equality follows from the fact that ‖ of transformers is associative, with unit skip for local transformers:

(F ‖ G) ‖ skip = F ‖ (G ‖ skip) = F ‖ G.

Finally, to see that joins are inherited, we simply check that the join of local transformers is itself local:

∀p, r.

(�
i

F i

)
p ∗ r =

(∧
i

F i p

)
∗ r ≤

∧
i

(Fi p ∗ r) ≤
∧

i

F i(p ∗ r) =
(�

i

F i

)
(p ∗ r)

where we first use that ∗ preserves join and then that each Fi is local. �
4.2. Assertions, and connecting historic and Dijkstra triples

In the usual predicate transformer semantics of triples the specification {p}c{q} is read as p ≤ [ [c] ]q where [ [c] ] is the 
(backward) predicate transformer associated with a command. In the historic interpretation we can also define a triple using 
a statement that “materializes” all of the states satisfying a predicate [5].

To define this we recall the standard definition of the adjoint (also called residual) − ∗ of ∗ in the quantale of propositions.

Definition 4.6. p −∗ q = ∨{m | p ∗ m ≤ q}.

This is the same as the definition of implication in terms of joins and conjunction in a complete Heyting algebra, but 
with ∗ in place of conjunction.

Fact 4.7. (–) ∗ p is left adjoint to p −∗ (–): a ∗ p ≤ q if and only if a ≤ p −∗ q.

In addition to this standard fact, there is a handy connection to the idea of weakest precondition, which has its roots in 
the calculation of preconditions in the early work on Separation Logic [28,46]. Viewed as a predicate transformer, p −∗ (–)

satisfies our locality condition (Fa) ∗ b ≤ F (a ∗ b) as this modus ponens reasoning shows

(p −∗a) ∗ b ∗ p ≤ a ∗ b

(p −∗a) ∗ b ≤ p −∗ (a ∗ b).

Thus, it gives us a way to map assertions into predicate transformers, which provides our basic tool for connecting 
historic and Dijkstra triples. One can think of p −∗ (–) as a kind of allocator: it materializes p into the postcondition, in a 
way that is compatible with locality [5]. In fact, although we will not use this fact, it is the largest of the local predicate 
transformers F satisfying the Dijkstra triple emp ≤ Fp.

Lemma 4.8 (Agreement of Dijkstra and historic triples). If F is a local predicate transformer then

p ≤ F q iff p −∗ (–); F � q −∗ (–).

Proof. ⇒ Suppose p ≤ F q. Then we need to show
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∨

{m | q ∗ m ≤ r} ≤
∨

{m | p ∗ m ≤ F r}
for arbitrary r. Given any m | q ∗ m ≤ r, it suffices to show that p ∗ m ≤ F r.

p ∗ m ≤ (F q) ∗ m ≤ F (q ∗ m) ≤ F r

where the first step uses p ≤ F q and monotonicity of ∗, the middle step uses locality, and the last step monotonicity of F
with q ∗ m ≤ r.
⇐ This direction does not require locality of F . Supposing the right-hand side and evaluating at q, we know p −∗ F q ≥

q −∗ q. emp ≤ q −∗ q follows at once from the adjoint property, so we obtain emp ≤ p −∗ F q. The adjoint property implies that 
emp ≤ a −∗ b iff a ≤ b, so we obtain p ≤ F q. �
Remark 4.9. The converse of Lemma 4.8 is also true: if F satisfies that

p ≤ F q iff p −∗ (–); F � q −∗ (–)

then F is local. Given a and b, set p = Fa and q = a. As Fa ≤ Fa, we get Fa −∗ (–); F � a −∗ (–). If we apply both sides to 
a ∗ b, we get a −∗ (a ∗ b) ≤ Fa −∗ F (a ∗ b) which gives

(
a −∗ (a ∗ b)

) ∗ Fa ≤ F (a ∗ b).

Now we just observe that b ≤ a −∗ (a ∗ b) to obtain b ∗ Fa ≤ F (a ∗ b).

Note that Lemma 4.8 talks about only particular predicate transformers gotten from p −∗ (–) in the pre and post of the 
historic triple, and not arbitrary predicate transformers. This is linked to the requirement of weak CKAs that a; (·) preserve 
joins. For, in the predicate transformer model F ; (·) does not always preserve joins. It does when F preserves conjunctions 
(meets), and all transformers of the form p −∗ (–) do, by virtue of p −∗ (–) being a right adjoint.

Lemma 4.10 (Structure of assertions). The function p �→ p −∗ (–) mapping propositions to local predicate transformers

(1) reverses order;
(2) sends joins 

∨
of propositions to joins � of predicate transformers;

(3) sends emp to skip and ∗ to ‖.

Proof. (1) is a special case of Lemma 4.8, taking F in the lemma to be the identity function.
(2) can be seen by the calculation(∨

i∈I

pi

)
−∗q =

∧
i∈I

(pi −∗q) =
(�

i∈I

pi −∗ (–)

)
q

where I is any set, the left equality is a standard identity of quantales, and the right uses the definition of � of predicate 
transformers.

For (3),

emp −∗q =
∨

{m | emp ∗ m ≤ q} =
∨

{m | m ≤ q} = q

and then

(p1 ∗ p2) −∗q =
∨

{m | p1 ∗ p2 ∗ m ≤ q}
=

∨
{m1 ∗ m2 | p1 ∗ m1 ∗ p2 ∗ m2 ≤ q}

=
∨{

(p1 −∗m1) ∗ (p2 −∗m2) | p1 ∗ (p1 −∗m1) ∗ p2 ∗ (p2 −∗m2) ≤ q
}

=
∨{

(p1 −∗m1) ∗ (p2 −∗m2) | m1 ∗ m2 ≤ q
}

= (
(p1 −∗–) ‖ (p2 −∗–)

)
(q)

The only point that deserves attention is the ≤ direction of the third equality above. Suppose that p1 ∗m1 ∗ p2 ∗m2 ≤ q and 
let us write ri = pi ∗ mi (i ∈ {1, 2}). We first remark that mi ≤ pi −∗ ri , hence m1 ∗ m2 ≤ (p1 −∗ r1) ∗ (p2 −∗ r2). Moreover,

p1 ∗ (p1 −∗ r1) ∗ p2 ∗ (p2 −∗ r2) ≤ r1 ∗ r2 = p1 ∗ m1 ∗ p2 ∗ m2 ≤ q

For the ≤ direction of the fourth equality, we observe that p ∗ p −∗ m = m for all p and m. �
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Remark on Yoneda and Day. This mapping p �→ p −∗ (–) is reminiscent of the Yoneda embedding d �→ HomC [−, d] mapping 
a category C into SetCop

, and the preservation properties mapping monoidal to monoidal structure, and joins to joins is 
reminiscent of classic results of Day on closed categories [9,10] and the Yoneda embedding. The fact that here p �→ p −∗ (–)

preserves joins and not meets, where for Yoneda it is the other way around, is simply a matter of reversing the propositions 
and transformers orderings (like, starting from Cop rather than C ). Staton has even suggested to us that this similarity might 
be made a precise statement by working with quantale-enriched categories.

Technical fine points concerning meets (continued). This is related to the paragraph on technical fine points concerning meets 
in Section 3.

Since p �→ p −∗ (–) reverses order, it maps meets to meets within its image, i.e. (
∧

i pi) −∗ (–) is the greatest predicate 
transformer smaller than all pi −∗ (–) of the form p −∗ (–). It may not, however be the same as 

�
i(pi −∗ (–)), i.e. the set of 

predicate transformers of the form p −∗ (–) may not be closed under meet of predicate transformers.
For an example of this situation, consider the quantale (P(N), ⊆, +, ∅), i.e. subsets of natural numbers with ∗ being +

lifted to sets. Then ({1} ∧ {2}) −∗ ∅ = ∅ −∗ ∅ = N while ({1} −∗ ∅) ∨ ({2} −∗ ∅) = ∅ ∨ ∅ = ∅.
Note that ({1} −∗ (–)) ∧ ({2} −∗ (–)) cannot be expressed as q −∗ (–) for any q, because if it could then, by reflexion of 

order, q would have to be {1} ∧ {2} and we just saw that choice lead to a different transformer.

Proposition 4.11. Setting A ⊆ Loc[Props → Props] to be the set of predicate transformers of the form p −∗ (–) gives us a weak CKA 
structure.

Proof. Lemma 4.10 gives us that assertions form a quantale, and Lemma 4.5 gives us that local transformers form a con-
current monoid. All that is left is to show that the function F �→ p −∗ (–); F , taking a local predicate transformer as an 
argument and then sequentially composing on the right, and the function A �→ A; F , taking an assertion and then sequen-
tially composing on the left, preserve joins of predicate transformers.

For F �→ p −∗ (–); F , and given a predicate p, we have seen that since p −∗ (–) is a right adjoint it preserves meets of 
propositions. An immediate consequence from the definition of joins of predicate transformers in the inverse point-wise
order is that F �→ p −∗ (–); F preserves joins of predicate transformers: for any I and q, we have that(

p −∗ (–);�
i∈I

F i

)
q = p −∗

∧
i∈I

F iq (def. of ; and �)

=
∧
i∈I

p −∗ Fiq (∧-preservation)

=
(�

i∈I

p −∗ (–); Fi

)
q (def. of ; and �)

For A �→ A; F , we require to show that (�i∈I Ai); F =�i∈I (Ai; F ) for any collection of assertions {Ai}i∈I . Each assertion 
Ai being of the form pi −∗ (–), we get the desired equality from the following derivation:(�

i∈I

pi −∗ (–)

)
; F =

((∨
i∈I

pi

)
−∗ (–)

)
; F

(
Lemma 4.10-(2)

)

=
(∨

i∈I

pi

)
−∗ F (–) (def. of ;)

=�
i∈I

pi −∗ F (–) =�
i∈I

(
pi −∗ (–); F

) (
Lemma 4.10-(2) and def. of ;

) �

4.3. Completeness

We now prove the main technical results of the paper, which show that ASL-- can in a sense be embedded in a (weak) 
CKA. To begin, we need a result which expresses the least-fixed point semantics of while loops as a predicate transformer 
defined in accord with the proof theory.

Lemma 4.12 (Logical characterization of iteration). Recall that iteration is defined in accord with Tarski’s least fixed-point theorem:

iterate(F ) = μi F =
�{

F ′ ∣∣ (
skip + F ; F ′) � F ′}.

We can define a predicate transformer for iteration following the proof rules:

iteratelogical(F ) = λq.
∨

{p | p ≤ Fp and p ≤ q}.
Then iterate = iteratelogical .
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Proof. We show each direction separately.

(iterate(F ) � iteratelogical(F )): The least fixed-point μ f of a monotone function is also the least pre-fixed-point and so has 
the induction rule

f z � z ⇒ μ f � z.

Taking z = iteratelogical(F ) and f = i F = λF ′ . skip + F ; F ′ , this yields

skip + F ; iteratelogical(F ) � iteratelogical(F ) ⇒ iterate(F ) � iteratelogical(F ).

So, to get what we want to show we are left with proving

skip + F ; iteratelogical(F ) � iteratelogical(F ).

It is evident that skip � iteratelogical(F ), so we need F ; iteratelogical(F ) � iteratelogical(F ), which is to say

F
(∨

{p | p ≤ Fp ∧ p ≤ q}
)

≥
∨

{p | p ≤ Fp ∧ p ≤ q} (i)

for arbitrary q. If p′ ≤ Fp′ and p′ ≤ q then Fp′ ≤ F (
∨{p | p ≤ Fp ∧ p ≤ q}) by monotonicity of F , since p′ ≤ ∨{p |

p ≤ Fp ∧ p ≤ q}. We then have p′ ≤ F (
∨{p | p ≤ Fp ∧ p ≤ q}) because p′ ≤ Fp′ .

Then since all such p′ are ≤ F (
∨{p | p ≤ Fp ∧ p ≤ q}) so is their join 

∨{p | p ≤ Fp ∧ p ≤ q}, which establishes 
(i) as required.

(iteratelogical(F ) � iterate(F )): This is equivalent to showing

∨
{p | p ≤ Fp and p ≤ q} ≥

∨{
F ′q

∣∣ (
skip + F ; F ′) � F ′}.

It is sufficient to show

(
skip + F ; F ′) � F ′ ⇒

∨
{p | p ≤ Fp ∧ p ≤ q} ≥ F ′q

because if the lhs is ≥ each F ′q then it is ≥ their join. Given an F ′ making the antecedent true, it is then enough 
to show that (choosing p as F ′q inside the 

∨
)

F ′q ≤ F
(

F ′q
) ∧ F ′q ≤ q. (ii)

From (skip + F ; F ′) � F ′ , we obtain that (q ∧ F (F ′q)) ≥ F ′q, and this implies (ii) at once, and we are done. �
Our completeness proof is phrased in terms of the Dijkstra triple, which we will then connect to the main theorem.

Proposition 4.13 (Provability of wlp). Suppose that commands c are built up from primitive commands cprim and +, ; , ‖, and iterate.
For primitive commands cprim we define the predicate transformer [ [cprim] ] by

[[cprim]]q =
∨{

p | Axioms 	 {p}cprim{q}}.
Then the completeness property is

Axioms 	 {[[c]]q}
c{q}.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of c. The case of primitive commands is immediate from the Disjunction 
rule. Note that [ [cprim] ] is a monotone and local predicate transformer because of the Consequence and the Frame rules.

Case ‖. We want Axioms 	 {[ [c1 ‖ c2] ]q}c1 ‖ c2{q} where

[[c1 ‖ c2]]q =
∨{[[c1]]q1 ∗ [[c2]]q2 | q1 ∗ q2 ≤ q

}
This is immediate from the induction hypothesis with the proof rules for parallel, consequence and disjunction. 
(We use the possibly infinitary disjunctive rule of ASL-- .)

Case +. By induction hypothesis we know that Axioms 	 {[ [ci] ]q}ci{q}, and since [ [c1] ]q ∧ [ [c2] ]q ≤ [ [ci] ]q and by the rule of 
consequence we have Axioms 	 {[ [c1] ]q ∧ [ [c2] ]q}ci{q}. By the rule for + and the definition of [ [c1 + c2] ] we obtain 
Axioms 	 {[ [c1 + c2] ]q}c1 + c2{q}.

Case ; is a similarly immediate application of the induction hypothesis and proof rules. Case skip is immediate.
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Case iterate. We use the alternate definition of iterate, justified by Lemma 4.12:
�

iterate(c)
�

q =
∨{

p | p ≤ [[c]]p and p ≤ q
}
.

Let I = [ [iterate(c)] ]q. If we can show

(i) I ≤ q, and (ii) {I}c{I}
then we get the desired result {[ [iterate(c)] ]q}iterate(c){q} from the rule of consequence on the right and the proof 
rule for iteration. (i) is immediate from the definition.

For (ii), it suffices to show
∨{

p | p ≤ [[c]]p ∧ p ≤ q
} ≤ [[c]]

(∨{
p | p ≤ [[c]]p ∧ p ≤ q

})
.

If p ≤ [ [c] ]p ∧ p ≤ q then p ≤ [ [c] ](∨{p | p ≤ [ [c] ]p ∧ p ≤ q}) by monotonicity of [ [c] ], since p ≤ ∨{p | p ≤ [ [c] ]p ∧
p ≤ q}. Then since all the p’s are ≤ so is their join 

∨{p | p ≤ [ [c] ]p ∧ p ≤ q}. �
Setting the meaning [ [p] ] of an assertion as p −∗ (–), we can now establish Theorem 4.1, where we require

Axioms 	 {p}c{q} iff [[p]]; [[c]] � [[q]].

Proof of Theorem 4.1. For the if direction if we have [ [p] ]; [ [c] ] � [ [q] ] then p ≤ [ [c] ]q by Lemma 4.8, Axioms 	 {[ [c] ]q}c{q}
from Proposition 4.13, and then Axioms 	 {p}c{q} using the rule of consequence on the left. For the only if direction, all of 
the proof rules are sound by Theorem 3.3 and the uses of Disjunction and the Consequence rule in the proof theory are 
validated by the interpretation of assertions in the model by Lemma 4.10. �
5. A standard CSL traces model as a CKA

Although we have seen that a version of CSL can be embedded in a version of CKA, we have not shown that CKA 
generalizes existing models of CSL. There are a number of models including both denotational [4,5,21] and operational [43,
11] ones, and as far as we know it has not been shown that any are instances of CKA.

In this section we look at a very basic, almost trivial model, and attempt to connect it to CKA. The model is based on 
the fact that the idea of interleaving is in a sense derivable in CSL. For, the following is a derivable rule.

{p1}c1{q1} {p2}c2{q2}
{p1 ∗ p2}(c1; c2) + (c2; c1){q1 ∗ q2}

It can be derived using the proof rules for non-determinism and sequencing, and the Frame rule. Indeed we first have

{p1}c1{q1}
{p1 ∗ p2}c1{q1 ∗ p2}

{p2}c2{q2}
{q1 ∗ p2}c2{q1 ∗ q2}

{p1 ∗ p2}c1; c2{q1 ∗ q2}
by framing on p2 and q1 in the top two steps, and a similar deduction from the same premises gives us {p1 ∗ p2}c2; c1{q1 ∗
q2}; then we can apply the + rule.

The derivability of this interleaving rule for two actions suggests a simple model: the elements of the model are traces 
of actions, and the assertions are sets of states. Then, a triple is true of a set of traces just if each linear trace validates the 
pre/post spec under the usual sequential semantics of traces as sequential compositions.

The interleaving models of CSL which have appeared in the literature are based on this idea in initial conception, but 
become more complicated because they seek to account for critical regions or other synchronization primitives. We avoid 
these in order to study the link to CKA in the simplest setting possible.

5.1. Standard model

We first give a model of an instantiation of ASL-- , where the model is expressed without any reference to the exchange 
rule or historic triple. We call this the standard model.

As propositions we take the quantale
(
P(Heaps),⊆,�, {u})

from Section 2, where Heaps = N ⇀ f N and the definitions of state disjointness �, disjoint composition •, and separating 
conjunction � are as there. In this section we use � instead of ∗ to refer to the separating conjunction in this model 
because we are going to define two models of ASL-- , and we want to keep the notation separate to avoid confusion when 
comparing them. (So neither will use the symbol ∗.)
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The elements of our traces will be state transformations representing actions. Formally, these are functions f : Heaps →
P(Heaps)� , where P(Heaps)� =P(Heaps) � {�} is the “topped powerset” of Heaps, whose order � extends set inclusion ⊆
with the greatest element �. These functions satisfy a locality condition which makes the Frame rule true [5]:

locality : σ1 �σ2 implies f (σ1 • σ2) � ( f σ1)� {σ2}.
This condition ensures that, essentially, the Frame rule is true in the individual steps in an action trace (a trace of such 
functions), which provides the ingredient to semantically carry out and extend the reasoning used in the derivation of 
interleaving of two actions above. In the definition, � extends from P(Heaps) to P(Heaps)� by setting p �� = � � p = �. 
We write LocalFun for the set of local functions.

The sequential composition f ; g of local functions functionally composes f with the obvious lifting g† : P(Heaps)� →
P(Heaps)�:

g†(S) =�
s∈S

g(s), g†(�) = �

Definition 5.1. A trace is a finite or infinite sequence of local functions. We let Traces denote the set of all such traces.

For our instantiation of ASL-- we take ‖ to be (lifted) interleaving of traces, ; to be (lifted) concatenation, skip to be the 
singleton set containing only the empty trace, � to be union of trace sets, and iteration is calculated as a least fixed-point 
in the usual way.

A Hoare triple in this instantiation of ASL-- is a formula {p}T {q} where p, q ∈P(Heaps) are sets of heaps and T is a set 
of traces of local actions. We want to say that a triple {p}T {q} is true just when {p}t{q} holds in sequential separation logic 
for each of the traces t ∈ T . Let us define this.

Definition 5.2 (Abstraction of a trace).

• If t is a finite trace f1 . . . fn then abstract(t) is its sequential composition (i.e., a local action) f1; . . . ; fn , with λσ .{σ }
being the abstraction of the empty sequence.

• If t is infinite, then abstract(t)σ is ∅ if abstract(t′)σ �= � for each finite prefix t′ of t . Otherwise abstract(t)σ is �.

Definition 5.3 (Triples for traces). We say that the triple {p}t{q} is true of an individual trace t iff for all σ ∈ p. abstract(t)σ
� q.

This is the semantic interpretation of triples from [5], adjusted so that in the case of an infinite trace we are just checking 
that none of the finite prefixes delivers a memory fault.

Definition 5.4 (Triples for trace sets). We say that the triple {p}T {q} is true in the standard model just if {p}t{q} is true for each 
t ∈ T .

Equivalently, we can write abstract(T ) for λσ . 
⋃

t∈T abstract(t)σ (with the convention that for T = ∅, abstract(T ) = λσ .∅) 
and then {p}T {q} is true if and only if abstract(T )σ ⊆ q for all σ ∈ p.

We also assume a collection Axioms of axioms about the primitive commands of the form {p}c{q} such that there is at 
least one axiom for each c ∈ Com.

Let us recall the definition of best local actions adapted from Abstract Separation Logic [5].

Definition 5.5 (Best local action). The best local action from p1 to p2, written bla[p1, p2], is the function of type Heaps →
P(Heaps)� defined by

bla[p1, p2](σ ) =
�{

p2 � {σ0} | σ = σ0 • σ1,σ1 ∈ p1
}
.

It is shown in [5] that every best local action bla[p, q] is indeed local and is the greatest local function (for the point-wise 
inclusion order) satisfying the Hoare triple {p} − {q}.

The proof of the soundness of Abstract Separation Logic can be adapted to prove the soundness of ASL-- w.r.t. this trace 
model. We first prove an auxiliary lemma, which will help us assert the soundness of the Concurrency proof rule, before 
presenting the general soundness theorem for ASL-- .

Lemma 5.6. If σ = σ1 • σ2 , abstract(t1)σ1 ⊆ q1 , abstract(t2)σ2 ⊆ q2 , and t ∈ t1 ‖ t2 , then abstract(t)σ ⊆ q1 � q2 .
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Proof. Let us first prove the result for all pairs of finite traces t1 and t2, by induction on the sums of their lengths. The 
interesting case is the interleaving of two non-empty traces, i.e. when ti = f i; t′

i , i ∈ {1, 2} for some local functions f1 and f2
and traces t′

1 and t′
2. Recall the definition of parallel composition of linear traces from Section 3, and notice that in this case, 

either t = f1; t′ for some t′ ∈ t′
1 ‖ ( f2; t′

2) or t = f2; t′ for some t′ ∈ ( f1; t′
1) ‖ t′

2. Let us assume, without loss of generality, 
that we are in the first case.

Let σ = σ1 • σ2 and suppose that abstract(ti)σi ⊆ qi for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let moreover σ ′
1 ∈ f1(σ1). Since abstract( f1; t′

1)σ1 ⊆
q1 and q1 �= �, by the semantics of sequential composition we know that abstract(t′

1)σ
′
1 ⊆ q1. Moreover, by induction 

hypothesis abstract(t′)(σ ′
1 • σ2) ⊆ q1 � q2. Thus, abstract(t′)σ ′ ⊆ q1 � q2 for all σ ′ ∈ f1(σ1) � {σ2}. Since f1 is local, we have 

that

abstract(t)σ = abstract
(
t′)†(

f1(σ1 • σ2)
) ⊆ abstract

(
t′)†(

( f1σ1)� {σ2}
) ⊆ q1 � q2

which concludes the proof for finite traces.
Assume now that at least one of t1, t2 is infinite. Then any trace t ∈ t1 ‖ t2 is infinite as well. Let t′ be a finite prefix 

of such a trace t . There are (finite) prefixes t′
1 and t′

2 of t1 and t2 respectively such that t′ ∈ t′
1 ‖ t′

2. By our hypothesis that 
abstract(ti)σi ⊆ qi , we deduce that abstract(t′

i)σi ⊆ q′
i for some q′

i �= � (taking q′
i = abstract(t′

i)σi if ti is infinite and q′
i = qi

otherwise). Since t′
1 and t′

2 are finite, we have shown above that abstract(t′)σ ⊆ q′
1 �q′

2. Thus, abstract(t′)σ �= � for all finite 
prefixes t′ of t so abstract(t)σ = ∅ ⊆ q1 � q2 as required. �
Theorem 5.7. The proof rules of ASL-- preserve truth in the standard model.

Proof. We proceed by case analysis. Frame follows directly from the locality of individual actions. All the other rules are 
straightforward except for Concurrency. Assume that {p1}T1{q1} and {p2}T2{q2} are true Hoare triples. We need to show 
that {p1 � p2}T1 ‖ T2{q1 � q2} is true, i.e., for all t ∈ T1 ‖ T2 and σ ∈ p1 � p2, abstract(t)σ ⊆ q2 � q2. Let t ∈ T1 ‖ T2 and 
σ ∈ p1 � p2. There are t1 ∈ T1 and t2 ∈ T2 such that t ∈ t1 ‖ t2, and there are σ1 ∈ p1 and σ2 ∈ p2 such that σ = σ1 • σ2. By 
assumption, abstract(ti) ⊆ qi for i ∈ {1, 2}, hence by Lemma 5.6 abstract(t)σ ⊆ q1 � q2 as required. �
5.2. CKA model

The local action traces induce a different semantics of ASL-- , based on the fact that the traces form a Boolean CKA (and 
hence a weak CKA). The CKA model gives us a model of the proof rules for triples of the form A; c � B . Our purpose in 
this section is to study whether this structure can be used to tell us anything about the theory of the triples {p}c{q} in the 
standard model.

The main step in connecting the two models is to relate state assertions and trace assertions, in order to compare the 
standard, state-based triples with historic triples. The natural way to do this, as discussed in connection with the linear 
trace model in Section 3, is to map a state assertion p to traces 〈 〈p〉 〉 that end in states where p holds. Transporting this 
idea to the “traces of local functions” model we look at those traces t for which we can establish {emp}t{p}.

Definition 5.8 (Assertions). We define the set A of “assertions” to be the set of those trace sets whose elements can safely 
execute from the empty heap, i.e.

A = {
T | {emp}T {true} is true

}
.

Definition 5.9. We interpret a proposition p ∈P(Heaps) as the following trace-set 〈〈p〉〉 ∈A:

〈〈p〉〉 = {
t | {emp}t{p} is true

}
.

Proposition 5.10. Writing skip for {ε}, (P(Tr(LocalFun)), ⊆, ‖, ; , skip) is a Boolean CKA and (P(Tr(LocalFun)), A, ⊆, ‖, ; , skip) is a 
weak CKA.

Proof. Straightforward. �
Definition 5.11 (Historic triples). We say that the triple {p}T {q} is true in the CKA if 〈 〈p〉 〉; T ⊆ 〈 〈q〉 〉.

Thus, using the historic interpretation of triples in conjunction with the mapping p �→ 〈 〈p〉 〉 gives us a way to compare 
triples in the standard model with those in the CKA.

First, we have a positive result.

Proposition 5.12 (Agreement of triples). Historic triples in the CKA agree with triples in the standard model. For all p, q and T ,

{p}T {q} is true in the CKA ⇔ {p}T {q} is true in the standard model.
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Proof. ⇒ Suppose that {p}T {q} is true in the CKA, and let σ ∈ p. The definition of CKA triples and the fact that 
{emp}bla[emp, p]{p} entail bla[emp, p]; T ⊆ 〈〈q〉〉, hence {emp}bla[emp, p]; T {q}. Thus, for all finite t ∈ T , abstract(bla[emp, p];
t)u ⊆ q. Moreover, it is easy to check that bla[emp, p](u) = p, hence by definition of sequential composition and since 
σ ∈ p = bla[emp, p](u), abstract(t)σ ⊆ q. A similar reasoning gives abstract(t′)σ = ∅ ⊆ q for all infinite traces t′ .
⇐ Assume that {p}T {q} is true in the standard model, and let t ∈ 〈〈p〉〉; T . We require to prove that t ∈ 〈〈q〉〉. By definition, 

either t ∈ 〈〈p〉〉 (t is infinite) and we are done, or there are tp ∈ 〈〈p〉〉 and t′ ∈ T such that tp is finite and t = tpt′ . Then, 
abstract(t)u = abstract(t′)†(abstract(tp)u) � abstract(t′)† p hence abstract(t)u � q by hypothesis, which shows that t ∈ 〈〈q〉〉. �

Thus, we have been able to use CKA to recover the same meaning of Hoare triples as in the previous section. The 
soundness theorem for weak CKAs, Theorem 3.3, applies. It implies that the Frame and Concurrency rules are sound, if 
we interpret ∗ as ‖. However, in the standard model we are interpreting ∗ as �. The crucial question is whether the CKA 
structure can be used to derive the soundness of the Frame and Concurrency rules expressed w.r.t. �.

Note that the soundness of these rules is not in question, as we established them with a direct proof above. The question, 
rather, is whether the soundness of the logic in the standard model, using �, is a consequence of results concerning CKAs.

Now we run into a problem. Trying, for instance, to establish the Frame rule, we assume {p}T {q} and try to prove 
{p � r}T {q � r} using the CKA structure. We get as far as

{p}T {q} ⇔ 〈〈p〉〉; T ⊆ 〈〈q〉〉 ⇒ (〈〈p〉〉 ‖ 〈〈r〉〉); T ⊆ 〈〈q〉〉 ‖ 〈〈r〉〉.
which is the Frame rule for ‖. We might hope to use 〈〈p � r〉〉; T ⊆ 〈〈q � r〉〉 ⇔ {p � r}T {q � r}, but we are blocked by a 
mismatch between 〈〈p � q〉〉 and 〈〈p〉〉 ‖ 〈〈q〉〉. In fact, we have that 〈〈p〉〉 ‖ 〈〈q〉〉 ⊆ 〈〈p � q〉〉 but the other direction does not 
hold in general and this prevents us from establishing the desired result {p � r}T {q � r}.

To see why we have this problem, consider the following local function below, taken from [5] and analogous to the 
assembly language load instruction:

load(l, x) =
�

v

bla[l �→ v � x �→ −, l �→ v � x �→ v].

Then the two-action trace t = bla[emp, l �→ − � x �→ −]load(l, x) appears in 〈〈l �→ v � x �→ v〉〉 but not in 〈〈l �→ v〉〉 ‖ 〈〈x �→ v〉〉. 
Indeed, the latter is comprised of interleavings of traces ending in states satisfying l �→ v and x �→ v respectively, neither of 
which contains t .

The problem here is that 〈〈l �→ v〉〉 ‖ 〈〈x �→ v〉〉 includes actions that generate l �→ v and x �→ v one at a time, but not the 
trace t which allocates l and x in one step. This is the essential difference, in this model, between ‖ and �.

Our main conclusion from this exercise is the following.

The CKA structure does not give us a way of proving that the standard model is in fact a model of ASL--.

This conclusion should be taken with a grain of salt, as there might be another way to see the standard model as a CKA. 
But we are not aware of another such way. At any rate, to us there is no obvious way to see this standard, basic model of 
concurrent separation logic as an instance of CKA. If CKA were to strictly generalize concurrent separation logic, we would 
expect to find the most basic models as direct instances.

5.3. Postscript: a curiosity

The mismatch in the proof theories of the standard model and the CKA outlined above hampers using the CKA structure 
for reasoning about programs when specifications that use � are involved (as is the case for load(l, x) above), as it clashes 
with the use of ‖ in its Frame rule.

Despite this, we remark that this CKA model of ASL-- is still (curiously) interesting. To see why, consider the historic 
triple

〈〈l �→ v〉〉 ‖ 〈〈x �→ −〉〉; command ⊆ 〈〈l �→ v〉〉 ‖ 〈〈x �→ v〉〉
where we are leaving command unspecified (or, we could take it to be the greatest local predicate transformer satisfying the 
triple). The precondition 〈〈l �→ v〉〉 ‖ 〈〈x �→ −〉〉 is indeed satisfied by traces where l and x are separate locations at the end, 
and similarly for the postcondition 〈〈l �→ v〉〉 ‖ 〈〈x �→ v〉〉. So the command will consist of traces that happen to end up with 
x storing v . There will be strange traces, such as one that first havocs l, l �→ w , then writes x, x �→ v , and then restores l, 
l �→ v , but not one that takes a state containing both l �→ v and x �→ − and then updates it in place. The connection of such 
commands to operational intuition concerning the load command is perhaps difficult to see, and we would need a further 
semantic analysis to connect the meaning of such triples to a standard semantics of in-place update. But, if we accept such 
specifications for primitive commands as the one for load, then we can recast all the proofs done in the standard model, by 
replacing � by ‖. The proofs and specifications will just mean something different than in the standard model.

So, the discussion in this section should not be taken to mean that the CKA structure in the particular model is somehow 
“wrong”. It is simply not the standard model. And yet it has reasonable proof properties.
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At present, it seems that using CKAs to achieve CSL-like reasoning requires such non-standard models. One reaction to 
this situation might be that one can or should accept CKAs the way they are and learn to live with the non-standard models 
(this would require understanding the non-standard models better), while another reaction is to try to change CKAs so as 
to cover more models.

6. Conclusion

Our main technical results may be summarized as follows, and are depicted in diagrammatic form below.

• We have found a class of algebras, weak CKAs, that are sound and complete for a general form of Concurrent Separation 
Logic, ASL-- .

• At the same time we have found natural models of separation logic reasoning, based on action traces, that do not fit 
the CKA theory as it stands.

The situation is roughly analogous to what one finds in λ-calculus, if we substitute weak CKAs by toposes and models 
of ASL-- by Cartesian closed categories. There, toposes form a complete class of models for simply-typed λ-calculus because 
of the Yoneda embedding, and they are very powerful models indeed (supporting a higher-order set theory), but there are 
also many interesting Cartesian closed categories that are not toposes [40]. While we cannot use our completeness result to 
justify ignoring the non-CKA models, it would be equally unwise to search for ASL-- models that can support proofs that 
cannot be represented at all (via embedding) in (weak) CKAs, because our completeness theorem shows that they can, if by 
indirect means.

As we mentioned in the introduction, Hoare and colleagues are promoting the idea of having an algebra of programs 
and deriving various laws (operational and logical) from the algebra. This is a very attractive point of view. We would be 
very much the poorer if we had, say, the Hilbert proof theory of propositional logic but not Boolean algebras, and the same 
is true of program logic: there is structure in the programs. However, while pretty, this paper suggests slight mismatches 
between the algebra (CKA and relatives) as currently formulated and program logics for concurrency (CSL and relatives), 
where the algebra does not accommodate some natural models. This suggests several questions for further work.

1. Is a further weakening of CKA possible which directly includes more existing models of generalizations of CSL (such as 
in ASL-- or Views), while maintaining the algebraic elegance and abstractness of CKA?

2. Might we turn the constraining nature of CKA, in that it assumes parallel composition of commands and spatial com-
position of assertions to be the same operation, into a virtue, by finding new concrete models of CKA which encompass 
the local reasoning about resources as in existing CSL models, while at the same time validating the powerful axioms of 
the existing or a similar CKA theory? Going further, could temporal reasoning as in [36,16,19,14,45] be accommodated?

3. Can the proof rules associated with existing CKA models which are not “resource like”, such as the linear ordered model 
or tracelet (partially ordered) models [24], be used to prove specific concurrent programs in new ways? In particular, 
the linear and tracelet models fit the strongest structure, that of a Boolean CKA, which mixes Boolean algebra and 
commutative and non-commutative residuated monoids. Seen as a logic it is an alluring structure, mixing Boolean 
logic and two substructural logics together in the style of a variant of bunched logics [35,39]. Generally, if a model 
of this Boolean CKA logic could be found, and the logic used to prove concurrent programs represented in the model 
(transporting the programs as predicates viewpoint [22] to this rich logic), that would be remarkable.
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